
More than a pretty face,  
Silver Wind is one of the most  
advanced superyachts afloat
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uilt for an experienced owner, the 43.6m (143’) Silver 
Wind from Italy’s ISA Yachts is the first yacht in the 
world to use water jet propulsion driven by a hybrid 

diesel electric system. When powered by its two MTU engines 
she can reach speeds of up to 32 knots and cruise at 26 knots, 
while the electric mode offers quiet cruising at eight knots.  
Not only does this system reduce fuel consumption, it also  
helps to reduce maintenance costs by allowing the engines  
and generators to operate for fewer total hours, thus minimising 
wear and tear. But more on her waterjet and hybrid propulsion 
system later.

On the surface, Silver Wind is as impressive as her engine room. 
Her bold and dramatic exterior lines are enhanced by silver 
paint; her interior, meanwhile, is serene and warm throughout 
with natural colours, warm woods and textural touches used to 
create a calming ambiance. The main deck comprises the salon, 
dining area aft, and the owner’s quarters forward. Furnished in 
a wide variety of precious materials, including various woods, 
onyx, and marble, as well as Lalique accents and Hermès 
upholstery, the designers have created a calm and sophisticated 
interior that appeals to her owner as well as the differing tastes 
of charter guests. Guest facilities can all be controlled by one 
of the 11 iPads on board, including everything from Apple 
TV to AirPlay, which all run on a wireless net with guaranteed 
coverage on all decks. Outside the sundeck provides plenty  
of outdoor space, with numerous seating areas, a bar and 
dining area, a spa pool and a large sun pad forward. The stern 
platform boasts an electric / hydraulic platform for easy access  
to the water. »

LENGTH
43.6m (143’)

BE AM
8.6m (27’3)

DR AFT
2m (6’7)

BUILT BY
ISA

NAVAL 
ARCHITECTURE 

ISA

INTERIOR 
DESIGN 

Nuvolari 
Lenard

YE AR 
2014

ENGINES 
2 X MTU 
4613hp

FUEL 
CONSUMPTION 

100 lph 
(Electric) 

 
1400 lph 
(MTU at  

26 knots)

SPEED 
8 knots 

26/32 knots

ON BOARD  /  Silver Wind

THIS PAGE  Silver Wind boasts bold and dramatic lines, 
enhanced by silver paint  FOLLOWING PAGE The intuitive 
I-Bridge system is located on the bridge deck.
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Another outstanding feature is the noise 
cancellation system that runs throughout the 
owner and guest cabins. The system almost 
eliminates typical mechanical noise allowing for 
a peaceful cruise. The main deck owner’s quarters, 
which are impressively spread over two levels, 
include a lower deck wellness room with a side 
opening balcony. Three further guest cabins are 
located on the lower deck including a VIP cabin 
forward and two additional cabins. » 

Silver Wind is the first yacht 
in the world to use water jet 
propulsion driven by a hybrid 
diesel-electric system

When powered by  
its two MTU engines, 
Silver Wind can reach 
speeds of up to 32 knots

ON BOARD  /  Silver Wind
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PRE VIOUS PAGE  Silver Wind reaches speeds of up to 32 knots
BELOW  Two MTU diesels drive two Kamewa water jets

The flexibility  
to switch between 
two modes of power 
reduces maintenance 
and fuel costs

ON BOARD  /  Silver Wind

Silver Wind can be run in conventional mode 
powered by two MTU diesels driving two 
Kamewa waterjets through reduction gearboxes, 
or in electric mode via motors that can power 
the waterjets with the main engines switched 
off. When running on the engines, Silver Wind 
reaches speeds of up to 32 knots and cruises 
at 26 knots; when in electric mode she offers 
quieter cruising at eight knots. Overall, the 
flexibility to switch between the two modes of 
power allows the mains and generators to run 
fewer hours per year, thus reducing maintenance 
and fuel, and having a significantly lower impact 
on emissions.  

This is further enhanced by the yacht’s variable speed 
generators, which, through the power management 
system, run at optimal speed for the load. 

The system also allows for the generators to run 
at a reduced speed when at anchor or berthed, 
resulting in less noise. All of the above can be 
operated by one intuitive system - I-Bridge – 
from the bridge deck where a sumptuous red 
leather pilot chair sits in command above the 
touchscreen controls.

Silver Wind is available to purchase through  
Camper & Nicholsons International at an asking 
price of €16,500,000. She is also available to charter 
in the West Mediterranean for prices from €135,000 
per week. Contact your nearest Camper & Nicholsons 
broker for further information on Silver Wind. 
 
camperandnicholsons.com

Power



SECOND STE WARDES S

 Thebe Ringner
What is the most bizarre request you  
have had from a guest? 
In this industry I believe there is nothing 
too outrageous or bizarre, our job is to  
be able to produce what the guests  
want, and by pulling it off makes the 
bizarre, normal.

ENGINEER

 Edi Baturina
What do you believe is Silver Wind’s  
most unique feature? 
The yacht is high tech with the latest 
electronics, which seem to impress  
guests. Her stunning Nuvolari &  
Lenard interior never fails to get 
compliments either.  
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Crew credentials
CAPTAIN

 Istvan Virag
Where is the best place  
Silver Wind has taken you?
All along the Italian coast: I was 
blown away by its scenery and food.  
The people were lovely too.    

PICTURED LEFT

CHIEF STE WARDES S

 Andrea Odor
What is your secret to ensure every 
charter on board Silver Wind is a success?
We always try to think one step ahead 
of our guests and go out of our way to 
remember their likes and dislikes.  
Guests also appreciate our sharp 
attention to detail and small gestures, 
such as a beautiful table decoration or 
welcome drinks.   PICTURED RIGHT

CHEF

 Norbet Hegedus
What do you believe sets Silver Wind 
apart as a charter yacht?
Guests love the open and spacious 
interior of the yacht; not just the décor 
but also its layout. Her master cabin 
opens onto the large and bright main 
salon, which in turn leads to gigantic 
doors merging indoors with outdoors. 
PICTURED BELOW
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Although on the charter 
market for less than a year, 
Silver Wind’s crew have 
already earned an exemplary 
reputation for delivering some 
of the best service available at 
sea. Speaking an impressive 11 
languages between the seven 
of them, this hardworking 
multinational crew gives SEA+I 
an exclusive insight into this 
charter favourite. 
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